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Surface electromyography can quantify temporal and spatial patterns of activation of intrinsic human foot muscles
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ABSTRACT

Intrinsic foot muscles (IFM) are a crucial component within the human foot. Investigating their functioning can help understand healthy and pathological behaviour of foot and ankle, fundamental for everyday activities. Recording muscle activation from IFM has been attempted with invasive techniques, mainly investigating single muscles. Here we present a novel methodology, to investigate the feasibility of recording physiological surface EMG (sEMG) non-invasively and quantify patterns of activation across the whole plantar region of the foot. sEMG were recorded with a 13 × 5 array from the sole of the foot (n = 25) during two-foot stance, two-foot tiptoe and anterior/posterior sways. Physiological features of sEMG were analysed. During anterior/posterior epochs within the sway task, sEMG patterns were analysed in terms of signal amplitude (intensity) and structure (Sample Entropy) distribution, by evaluating the centre of gravity (CoG) of each topographical map. Results suggest signals are physiological and not affected by loading. Both amplitude and sample entropy CoG co-ordinates were grouped in one region and overlapped, suggesting that the region with highest amplitude corresponds with the most predictable signal. Therefore, both spatial and temporal features of IFM activation may be recorded non-invasively, providing opportunity for more detailed investigation of IFM function in healthy and patient populations.

1. Introduction

The human foot is critical for a wide range of activities of daily living. Foot pathologies and deformities, can have a major impact on a person’s quality of life, with significant associated costs for healthcare providers. Issues associated with foot health can be structural (e.g. hallux valgus, pes cavus) and/or functional (e.g. hallux limitus and hallux rigidus) and can be associated with a range of chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus where peripheral neuropathy and foot ulcerations are common. Understanding the features of good foot health and characteristics that underpin appropriate function is therefore important in a range of health-related fields.

The anatomy of the foot is complex, with different segments interacting to provide a flexible structure and facilitate motion (Kelly et al., 2014; Bates et al., 2013; McKeon et al., 2015). There are four layers of intrinsic muscles arranged within the narrow compartment of the plantar region (McKeon et al., 2015) (Fig. 1). Their anatomical positioning provides challenges to quantifying features of anatomy and activation during weight bearing tasks. Intrinsic foot muscle properties have been investigated using a number of techniques including electromyography (EMG), to investigate muscle activation patterns. The majority of EMG studies use invasive intramuscular techniques, focusing on a single or a small selection of muscles in the foot region (Kelly et al., 2012, 2014). Whilst providing useful insight, these approaches cannot be applied to problematic populations (e.g. diabetes patients) and cannot quantify activity across the whole foot region and so, interactions between or within regions of the intrinsic foot muscles cannot be probed, although such information is required for wider aspects of foot function to be evaluated in healthy and pathological populations.

One method of quantifying activation across a larger region is to use multi-channel electrode arrays. The use of a large number of electrodes within a grid, allows the processing of myoelectric signals as topographical maps quantifying both spatial and temporal features of signals (Rojas-Martinez et al., 2013; Holtermann et al., 2008). Due to heterogeneity either in the distribution of activated motor units or the strategy of recruitment, the spatial distribution of myoelectric intensity measures can change over time (Farina et al., 2008). Therefore, analysis of maps of sEMG intensities could quantify patterns of activation within and between muscles in a confined anatomical space. Such techniques
have been applied to different regions of the body (Falla and Farina, 2008; Gallina and Botter, 2013; Tucker et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Falces et al., 2013). However, to date, there have been no attempts to investigate the features of intrinsic foot muscle activation through the plantar surface of the foot using multi-channel systems.

In addition to traditional measures of sEMG intensities, changes in the complexity of motor strategies have recently been related to changes in motor strategies and muscle firing patterns (Rathleff et al., 2011), quantified with the use of Sample Entropy (SampEn). SampEn is defined as the negative natural logarithm of the conditional probability that two sequences are similar to m points and remain similar at the next point, m + 1 (Richman and Moorman, 2000). Greater SampEn values indicate a more complex signal structure and lower predictability of the time series (Richman and Moorman, 2000). To our knowledge, such analysis approaches have not previously been applied to explore variations in signal characteristics across a muscle region nor to study characteristics of intrinsic foot muscle activity.

Commercially available electrode arrays are flat and flexible and can be applied to the contours of the plantar region of the foot. However, these arrays have not been used previously on the foot region, as one concern is that loading due to body weight could influence signal characteristics. As such, signal amplitude changes could represent the movement of electrodes toward/away from the intrinsic foot muscles, rather than the physiological neuromuscular activation. Therefore, the aim of this work was to use a commercially available multi-channel array in a novel application to intrinsic foot muscles and to investigate whether it is possible to non-invasively quantify physiologically relevant temporal and spatial activation patterns from the plantar foot surface to provide new information about the human foot in health and disease.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-five healthy participants (twenty-two males and three females, age: 41 ± 15 years, weight: 73 ± 16 kg, height: 1.7 ± 0.1 m) voluntarily took part in the study having provided informed, written consent to do so. All procedures were approved by the local ethics committee in the Faculty of Science and Engineering at Manchester Metropolitan University. Exclusion criteria for participants included foot pain or lower limb pain during the last six months.

2.2. Data acquisition

Monopolar sEMGs were collected from the intrinsic foot muscles with a high-density grid of 64 channels (ELSCH model, OT Bioelettronica, Turin, Italy), consisting of 13 rows and five columns, with one missing electrode (2 mm diameter, 8 mm inter-electrode distance in both directions). Prior to attaching the grid of electrodes, the skin of the plantar region of the right foot was lightly abraded with abrasive paste and cleaned to remove any debris. To determine the array location, the adipose pads at the heel and toes were palpated and the grid positioned between these regions with the columns along the longitudinal axis of the foot (Fig. 2). A conductive cream (Spesmedica, Italy) was inserted into each cavity of the grid to assure proper electrode skin interface. The reference electrode was positioned around the right ankle.

Three-dimensional motion data were recorded using a 9-camera motion-capture system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) positioned around a force plate (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, Massachusetts, USA) with an accuracy of ± 0.4 mm, which was covered with a 50 mm thick Styrofoam layer to reduce electrical noise from the ground. Fifty-four reflective markers were position on anatomical landmarks to track whole body movement. The Plug-in Gait marker set was utilised for anatomical landmarks on the shoulder to knee epicondyle and, from the tibial tuberosity to the foot, a modified Heidelberg foot marker set (Simon et al., 2006) was applied, with an additional marker on the Shank to reduce problems associated with marker occlusion.

Each participant stood in the test area and was instructed to perform three motor tasks: (i) two-foot quiet standing (self-selected stance width), (ii) deliberate anterior/posterior sways (following a metronome beating at 2 Hz) and (iii) two foot continuous standing on tiptoe. These conditions were selected as they provided a range of quasi-static and motion-based conditions, and also provided one condition where there was no contact between the ground and the electrode grid meaning EMGs would be free from external loading. Each trial lasted 30 s. Synchronisation between force plate, motion capture data and EMG signals was achieved with the use of an external trigger.

2.3. Data analysis

Recorded sEMGs were visually inspected and channels showing noise due to poor skin-electrode interface contact or line interference were reconstructed based on the interpolation of the signals from
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Fig. 1. Representation of the first three layers of the intrinsic foot muscles. Panel (A) shows the most superficial muscles, Panel (B) shows the second layer and Panel (C) the third and deep layer. The image has been amended from OpenStax (2016) downloaded from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1124_Intrinsic_Muscles_of_the_Foot.jpg.
neighbouring channels (Gallina and Botter, 2013). Wavelet analysis was used to process EMG signals following the protocol provided by (von Tscharner, 2000), where a filter bank of k wavelets was selected to represent a band-pass filter for the signal, with parameters set to ensure that the original signal intensities could be approximately reconstructed from the sum of the k-wavelet-transformed signals. In the present study, a filter bank of 11 (0 ≤ k ≤ 10) wavelets was used to decompose the myoelectric signals from each selected trial into their intensities. To remove low frequency artefacts, the signal from the first wavelet (10.16–33.20 Hz frequency band) was discarded so the total intensity at any given time was calculated as the sum of the intensities of the selected (1 ≤ k ≤ 10) wavelets (Hodson-Tole et al., 2012).

2.3.1. Investigation of physiological signal content

The first analysis step focused on identifying whether signals recorded were the result of physiological muscle activation and to what extent they were influenced by body weight pressure or potential movements of the array across the foot. Therefore, mean frequency and total intensity of myoelectric signals were calculated and compared to standard values presented in literature (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985) to determine how closely these features resembled previously reported physiological values.

As peaks saturating the signal amplitude might suggest non-physiological signal content, for example related to skin-electrode movement, the EMG amplitude was calculated. From the wavelet transformed signal, the total intensity is used as a measure of EMG intensity over time and the sum of total intensity approximates the description of power (von Tscharner, 2000). Half of the power can be seen as practically equal to the square of the root mean square (RMS) values, therefore the square root of half the power is equivalent to measures of amplitude such as RMS (von Tscharner, 2000; Wakeling et al., 2002). The mean frequency \( f_m \) (Wakeling et al., 2002; Hodson-Tole and Wakeling, 2007) of the intensity spectrum for each sample point is calculated from (Eq. (1)):

\[
f_m = \frac{\sum_k f(k) i_{j,k}}{\sum_k i_{j,k}},
\]

where \( f_k \) is the central frequency of each wavelet and \( i \) is the intensity at each time point, \( j \), and wavelet, \( k \). Mean frequency was calculated for the entire length of each trial. Physiological signals in surface EMGs present the majority of frequency components between a range usually spanning 20–400 Hz (De Luca et al., 2010). If the signals collected showed frequency and amplitude components in the ranges reported in the literature, it can be suggested they are the result of

![Fig. 2. Position of the 64 channel grid on the plantar region of the foot. (a) An MR image from one participant and the representation of the sEMG grid, positioned between the adipose tissue of the metatarsal heads and the heel pad; (b) the whole grid on the sole of the foot, with one missing electrode at the top left corner; (c) a representative map of monopolar EMG total intensity values distribution across the plantar region of the foot and a representative column from the grid showing clean EMG for each condition. It also shows a zoomed portion of the most active task (tiptoe), showing the signal window when the participant moved from standing quietly to tiptoeing.](image-url)
neuromuscular drive. Secondly, whether EMG signal amplitudes were affected by changes in the position of the centre of pressure under the foot was investigated using trials from the anterior/posterior sway task. For this analysis, the centre of gravity (CoG) within the electrode grid was calculated, based on the spatial distribution of the EMG total intensity, and x and y co-ordinate of the maximum activation was extracted (Farina et al., 2008). If the signal amplitudes are affected by foot loading, we expect CoG to follow the same pattern of displacement as the biomechanical force plate derived centre of pressure (CoP), i.e. forward movement of the CoP should strongly correlate with forward movement of the EMG based CoG. If this relationship is not found, we posit that the sEMGs collected can be expected to be primarily representative of muscle activation and not predominantly the result of pressure on the electrode grid.

The force plate based CoP was calculated with Visual 3D (C-motion, Inc., Germantown, MD) and, when required, a bi-directional low-pass Butterworth filter was applied (6 Hz cut-off) before events corresponding to anterior and posterior sway were identified from the CoP path. The corresponding filtered wavelet-transformed myoelectric signals were down sampled to the same frequency at which force plate data were sampled (1000 Hz) and three events were identified in each signal: (i) start of anterior sway; (ii) end of anterior sway/start of posterior sway; (iii) end of posterior sway. The data points corresponding to these events were selected from the CoP trace, following manual inspection of signals. Respectively peaks and valleys of the CoP were selected, by visualising the transition of each participant during the task (e.g. from anterior to posterior sway). For each epoch, the 64 channels intensity map was segmented to extract the region with the highest amplitude values using Otsu’s algorithm (Chen et al., 2010). This approach allows segmentation without relying on potentially subjective thresholding, by minimising the weighted within-class variance and maximising the between class variance of the image (grid) intensity values. The CoG electrode grid co-ordinates in the medial/lateral (Gx) and anterior/posterior (Gy) direction were calculated for the segmented channels representing the highest activation. Once the sEMG CoG and force plate based CoP were extracted, the correlation between the two was calculated for the anterior and posterior sway epochs.

2.3.2. Quantifying sEMG complexity and amplitude during different movement tasks

In addition to identifying the physiological content of collected sEMG signals, we sought to investigate whether differences in movement patterns were associated with any changes in the sEMG amplitudes and complexity. Review of the biomechanical data revealed participants had completed the anterior/posterior sway trials using a variety of different strategies (i.e. swaying about the ankle joint vs around the hip joint). This variation in movement strategy was therefore exploited to investigate the effects on features of recorded sEMG signals.

Firstly, to identify the movement strategy employed for each anterior and posterior sway event the ankle, knee and hip joint angles were calculated for each sway epoch. As the marker set used to track foot motion was a multi-segment model, it was also possible to calculate the angle between the rear-foot and the forefoot, corresponding to the angle from the medial longitudinal arch. A bi-directional low-pass Butterworth filter (2nd order Butterworth filter, cut-off 10 Hz), to remove the slower temporal signal components, leaving components relating to oscillations in the envelope profile (Enders et al., 2015), before SampEn (Eq. (2)) was calculated using an open-source software package (Goldberger et al., 2000). SampEn values were normalised to the SampEn value resulting from analysis of a randomly selected channel in the grid, where the data points were randomly shuffled prior to SampEn calculation. As a random sequence of data, the result should provide the highest value of SampEn meaning all normalised values would be ≤ 1. This analysis provided a map of 64 SampEn values, corresponding to the grid of electrodes, with one map produced per anterior/posterior sway epoch. These maps were segmented using the same Otsu segmentation applied to the amplitude data. Here a third layer of segmentation was introduced, resulting in a three layer map. The values between the first layer (greatest SampEn) and third layer (lowest SampEn) were discarded, so that CoGSE was calculated for the lowest and highest SampEn, respectively. As with the amplitude data, the x (medial/lateral) and y (anterior/posterior) coordinate of CoGSE, were respectively normalised to the width and length of the foot for each participant. Finally, to enable comparison of activation patterns between selected movement patterns, four categories were defined by the joint identified as dominate for the associated sway epoch. Each category corresponded to a specific joint and these are: ankle (ANK), knee (KN), hip (HIP) and medial arch (MA). Correlation values were evaluated between the angle of each joint and both amplitude and SampEn CoG values for each epoch. Epochs were then assigned to the relevant joint category based on the highest association found.

3. Results

3.1. Physiological signal content

The mean frequency and intensity values for each movement task are shown in Fig. 3 and were typical of physiological ranges reported in the literature (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985; Merletti and Parker, 2004). Intensity values were also in the range of those reported in previous studies (Kelly et al., 2012), recorded with intramuscular EMG during tasks of similar effort. Correlation between sEMG CoG and kinematics CoP showed no correlation during the anterior/posterior sway task ($r^2 = 0.067 \pm 0.060$, maximum: 0.127, p-values: 0.74 ± 0.26), indicating no relationship between motion and shift in the myoelectric CoG.

3.2. Relationship between sway movement and sEMG patterns

When comparing correlation coefficients between the CoP and each
feature physiological sEMG from intrinsic foot muscles using a multi-channel electrode array attached to the plantar surface of the foot. Features of the recorded signals (Fig. 3) suggest that they are representative of physiological muscle activation and are not adversely influenced by pressure on the electrode grid. The EMG total intensity increasing with task effort is in line with previous reports (using intramuscular data) where RMS values from quiet standing on two legs were lower than for standing on one leg (Kelly et al., 2012). The frequency values are within the physiological range (Merletti and Parker, 2004) with the highest mean frequency occurring during the anterior/posterior task. A key concern of using electrode arrays on the plantar foot surface was that signal characteristics would be significantly affected by changes in the point of pressure application under the foot. The results however clearly show no association ($r^2 = 0.067$) between CoG and CoP. In addition, the highest intensity values are for the two-foot tiptoe task, the only task where no interaction with the ground occurs, strongly indicating that the EMG signals recorded may be considered indicators of intrinsic foot muscle activation for the tasks assessed here.

During the anterior/posterior sway task participants were challenged to repeatedly and regularly change their posture. Kinematic and kinetic analysis showed that, within the same trial, the same participant commonly displayed different kinematics. Typically, the strongest association occurred between CoP and medial arch angle change (Table 1). In previous studies, the action of the medial arch has been suggested to be important for maintaining posture when performing a balancing task (Kelly et al., 2012). This could relate to the function of the intrinsic muscles as toe-flexors and, therefore, the high correlation between the sway movement and the medial arch here may reflect active gripping of the ground with the toes or passive extension/flexion of the joint with the changing centre-of-mass vector direction.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Anterior sways</th>
<th>Posterior sways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>0.896 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.895 ± 0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-values</td>
<td>0.00001 ± 0.00005</td>
<td>0.00001 ± 0.00005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Anterior sways</th>
<th>Posterior sways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>0.855 ± 0.151</td>
<td>0.891 ± 0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-values</td>
<td>n = 104</td>
<td>n = 105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Anterior sways</th>
<th>Posterior sways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>0.891 ± 0.119</td>
<td>0.909 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-values</td>
<td>n = 42</td>
<td>n = 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Anterior sways</th>
<th>Posterior sways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.037</td>
<td>0.909 ± 0.0852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-values</td>
<td>n = 47</td>
<td>n = 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Box and whisker charts for mean frequency (Left) and total intensity (Right) for the three tasks: (i) anterior/posterior sway (95.76 ± 33.17 Hz, 83.41 ± 52.75 μV, grey boxplot), (ii) two-foot stance (91.62 ± 27.32 Hz, 27.20 ± 20.27 μV, black boxplot), (iii) two-foot tiptoe (94.17 ± 29.32 Hz, 115.73 ± 79.24 μV, lightblue boxplot). The central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and the outliers are plotted individually using the ‘+’ symbol. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4 shows mean and standard deviation for x and y coordinate of different dominant joints during the entire trial (one for each epoch). Across the group of 25 participants, the majority used three different dominant joints during the entire trial (one for each epoch).

Table 1 shows the number of epochs ($n$) that each segment showed the highest correlation coefficient with the force plate CoP and the mean and standard deviation $r^2$ value and $p$-values for each group. The correlation was strong ($r^2 > 0.6$) for each of the four segments, but the joint most frequently identified as having the strongest correlation with CoP was the medial arch, whereas the least frequently identified joint was the ankle for both sway phases.

### 4. Discussion

This study investigated whether it was possible to collect realistically physiological sEMG from intrinsic foot muscles using a multi-channel electrode array attached to the plantar surface of the foot. Features of the recorded signals (Fig. 3) suggest that they are...
During the anterior and posterior sways the mean position of CoG for both amplitude and SampEn did not show large differences in position, suggesting that the phase of movement nor the dominant joint had an effect on the regionalised pattern of activation in the intrinsic foot muscles. Both parameters are however grouped in one region, so the region with the highest activation and greatest signal structure coincided. The location is related to the region associated with the Flexor Digitorum brevis muscle, which is part of the most superficial layer of intrinsic foot muscles (Fig. 1). Future work should consider how other, deeper, muscles (e.g. Quadratus plantae) might contribute to such tasks, for example by exploiting the potential to extract depth information from surface arrays (Urbatek and Smagt, 2016). The clustered nature of the data presented here would be interesting to compare against data from clinical populations to explore whether variations might be indicative of different pathologies. For example: diabetes patients are at high risk of foot ulcer development, however changes in muscle activation have not been previously evaluated as a contributing risk factor; while aging affects stability and foot muscle weakness is one factor contributing to falls (Mickle et al., 2009). Studying and/or monitoring patterns of intrinsic foot muscle activation could therefore be beneficial for understanding neuromuscular contributions to foot stability and changes due to interventions such as exercise training (McKeon et al., 2015).

Although mean values for the position of highest activation and most structured signals did not differ significantly with movement pattern, differences were seen within individual participants, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5. Here the highest activation occurred during the hip and the lowest for the medial arch dominant movement. This may suggest that when flexing around the hip joint the intrinsic foot muscles actively facilitated the movement, while if the medial arch is more strongly associated with the changes in CoP, the foot is a more passive structure and extrinsic muscles may play a larger role in the task. Here, larger differences in the location of the intensity and SampEn based CoGs also occur when EMG intensity is lower (e.g. when medial arch is dominant). In the group data these differences are lost due to individual variation. Such variability might be related to the position of the grid on the foot with regard participant foot size; reflect differences in foot and intrinsic muscle morphology or differences in neuromuscular activation strategies. Placing the array in different positions (e.g. more under to toe pad or heel pad depending on foot size) could affect the results presented here and requires consideration if the arrays were to be applied in different orientations or regions of the foot; however the placement described here was chosen as it maximises the number of channels in the array overlaying the bulk of muscle tissue in the foot.

In conclusion, this study investigated the behaviour of intrinsic foot muscles using a surface multi-channel approach, which opens opportunity to collect data from participants where the insertion of a needle is not feasible, and enables exploration of temporal and spatial features of intrinsic foot muscle activation. It is therefore possible to non-invasively explore wider aspects of intrinsic foot muscle function to help inform understanding of foot muscle properties and function in health and disease. Future work should focus on different motion tasks, effects of pathology and the relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic foot muscles.
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